OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

CANCELLATION OF TROFEO PRINCESA SOFIA IBEROSTAR 2020

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and following recommendations from the Spanish and Balearic Governments, we are forced to cancel the 2020 Trofeo Princesa Sofia Iberostar in all Classes (Olympic Classes, One – Design, Open Foil, ORC). We deeply regret this situation but we must follow the restrictions requested by the Authorities to face this world health issue.

INFORMATION ON ENTRY FEE FEFUND, TRAVEL AND LOGISTICS

Please read the following information regarding entry fee refunds, travels, and other logistics.

Teams already in our premises can decide to stay or leave.

In case of leaving, instead of contacting Trasmediterranea directly, please contact Miranda and Barbara through the following email addresses PLEASE USE BOTH: rrpp@trofeoprincesasofia.org
office@trofeoprincesasofia.org

Send them your original booking form and issued tickets, together with the changes you would like to make (new dates and times). They will contact Trasmediterranea and provide you with the new booking details as soon as possible.

In case of staying in Mallorca, you will be able to use the Clubs’ premises as usual (unless further restrictions from the Government and Health Authorities are applied).

Regarding the refund of entry fees, please contact Lisa and Cristina
info@trofeoprincesasofia.org regata@cnarenal.com

We are expecting a great number of requests and emails and we will answer them, as soon as possible, in order of reception.

We kindly ask you to be patient. Be assured we will work and do our outmost best to assist and solve any difficult situations for all the teams in Mallorca.

Thank you very much for your understanding.

Safe travels to all teams on their way home and we hope to see you next year.
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